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The principles of our government forbid interference of any kind in the struggle which is going on. But if it would be right to show the slightest leaning towards one side. ... I see nothing to convince me that we should not give our preference to the masters of the Baltic and the Euxine.
It is interesting to note the personal admiration of Seymour for the Russian Emperor, Nicholas I, who was considered at that time the most despotic ruler in Europe. The American envoy found the Russian monarch "perfectly irresistible," likened his handshake to "a good republican grasp" and assured Marcy that "after all the Autocrat of Russia had been much misrepresented" to the world by his enemies. The admiration of Seymour for Nicholas I was sh?red by other American diplomats of the time and even by the American press.6
Here it is necessary to mention the young attache of the American Legation at St. Petersburg, Andrew White, who later became founder and President of Cornell University and, in 1892, Minister to Russia. He wrote in his Autobiography that Nicholas I "was generally considered the most perfect specimen of a human being, physically speaking, in all Europe . . . the most majestic being ever created. "If it should be decided to build more railways," wrote Seymour, "there is scarcely a doubt that Americans will be wanted to engage in these undertakings." A private company under the direction of Nicholas Perozio was formed to supply the Russian government with rails. Perozio said that he wished to employ Americans and only Americans in these works. Rails were manufactured in southern Russia on the river Donets, in the province of Ekaterinoslav, and Perozio made this statement in order to attract the attention of American mechanics, who understood "how to smelt iron by anthracite coal." Perozio also wanted to know the price of machines in America, so as to order them there if necessary.9
Seymour also reported to Marcy about Grand Duke Constantin's plans for building up the Russian fleet. Describing the Grand Duke as a man of a practical turn of mind, Seymour added that "he approaches nearer to the American character than any public man I have met since I came to Europe," and that "in order to carry out Since the 26th December, the position of Dr. Turnipseed and myself has undergone a material change. Two days subsequently we passed from the north side of the road, to be located in the city of Sebastopol itself, by virtue of a special request to that effect, made by General Osten-Saken. Quarters were assigned us in the house occupied by himself, and I am happy to say that from the General we receive every kindness and from his gentlemanly aids every attention to our comfort, which we could possibly desire. Our professional occupation is at the place where the wounded are first brought from the 4th, 5th, and 6th bastions, the building appropriated for this purpose being the "Hall of the Noblesse," which in its taste and beauty is an ornament and credit to the city. . . . The progress of events at Sebastopol was at first looked for from day to day, afterwards from week to week. Now, month by month should be the gauge of measurement of progress and results.
Dr. Turnipseed wrote in April, I855:
The 
